Santa Greets One And All
At Annual Christmas Party
Donations of Student Body Fill
Food Baskets for Poor and Needy

One of the few things that have
been advertised in Christmas
greetings this year is the work of the
Student Council in the annual Christmas
Party to be held December 14. Due to
the busy schedule of the students of the
Students Council, the work of the Holiday
bacon party was handled by the
students themselves. The

E. Wright Meets Sodality Pin
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OH KING OF PEACE PROTECT US!
In a war torn world, we turn to the Christ Child for help and protection.
His spirit is our only hope!

Port of Bethlehem, Source of Peace

Our celebration of Christmas should be rather different and meaningful this year. The fact that there is a war makes it seem as though humanity will have to be a little more devout in its observances of the Christmas season to celebrate Christ's coming in a truly spiritual manner. Indeed, we are lucky to be able to mention the local, let alone in these times all countries will not enjoy the privileges.

Therefore, on Christmas morning we should be present to the Christ Child in a pure heart and a heart that thinks of peaceful times in the midst of so much hatred and bloodshed.

Faculty News

A Christmas present from the president. What is it? Well, the faculty is given but a few minutes every P.M. and half an hour beginning next quarter for social purposes, and the beloved "greek" class will begin at 9:30 and will follow in five minutes periods through the day. -extra-curricular activities will be taken care of -starting at 12:30 P.M. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

The Dean, Sister Joseph Aloysian, has been appointed a member of the Community Education Planning Committee of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati and is now in charge of the department.

Perhaps the majority of you are not interested in thew in the War, but you will be interested in the work of the Department. The Department is now working on plans for a new building.

Student Activity: All our students work very hard at Christmas.

Heuneus' Bethlehem Remains Story of the Birth of King of Kings

On December 13, 1918, in Heuneus' Bethlehem was presented to the audience at the annual pageant. In two acts were enacted the well-known stories of the Shepherds and the Angel Gabriel. The three latter, the nativity scene at Bethlehem, and the adoration of the Christ Child. The blend of music and pageant is a wonderful sight and the whole production is a most successful one.

Those taking part in the play were: Roland Knapp, John Mark, James Dodds, Albert McCarthy, John Galley, Karl Wirtz, Ruralist, Mary McCarthy, and Groups. The stage was set by the work of the students. The play was a great success and was enjoyed by all who attended.

As Time's Waters Flow

The halls of Fumineo still ring with the bells of the old church and the voices of the people gathering in the old ways of life. And yet, the Christmas spirit is still alive in the hearts of the people. The bells of the old church still ring out in the streets, and the voices of the people are still heard in the old ways of life.

The people in Fumineo are still living in the old ways of life, but there is a new spirit in the air. The people are becoming more aware of their surroundings, and they are beginning to see the world in a new light.

The old ways of life are passing away, and the people are beginning to see the world in a new light. The people are beginning to see the world in a new light, and they are beginning to see the world in a new light. The people are beginning to see the world in a new light, and they are beginning to see the world in a new light.
No Priority On Femininity
Dress The Part! Build Morale!

BY GLORIA PAKHRES

Just as clothes make the man, so must the woman. At
giving the school a new look, it was necessary that

everything be done to make her uniform presentable.

During the past two weeks Sister

Florence Dress Shop

Valerie Tromberg

Dress - Hatery - Legrière

111 W. Lehcond 4715 Clayton

Order Your Personal

See Audrey Neuman

Florence Dress Shop

Valerie Tromberg

Dress - Hatery - Legrière

111 W. Lehcond 4715 Clayton

$10.95

SPALING SKATES...$8.75

SPALING STROLLERS...$6.50

SPALING BOOTS...$8.50

Colby-Wilt Shoe Co.

2213 Florshire

Clayton

VICTORIA WRIGHT

Do You Know the Story of Fontbonne's Forgotten Six?

Contrary to the opinion of many

students, the "Forgotten Men"

are not a group of men. They are a group of six

women who lived in Fontbonne's
dormitory years ago. They were

known as the "Forgotten Men" but

now they are known as the "Forgotten Six."

The Fontbonne in the opinion of

many, is the bore's dormitory, the place where the
girls go to escape from their studies. But the

truth is, the Fontbonne dormitory was
even more important than that. It was the home

for many of the "Forgotten Six."

The six women who

lived in the Fontbonne
dormitory were known as

the "Forgotten Men"

because they were

considered to be men.
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Lecturers Give Views On European Youth, Journalism, Home Missions

On November 14, Dr. Stebbins, who has an M.A. degree in Modern Languages from the University of Cologne, spoke on the role of intellectuals in European youth, and Mr. Badt, who has a B.A. degree in Modern Languages from the University of Cologne, spoke on the role of intellectuals in the youth of modern Europe.

As part of his ability to speak on this subject, Dr. Stebbins brought with him a number of pamphlets and brochures which he distributed to the students after the lecture. Mr. Badt also brought with him a number of pamphlets and brochures which he distributed to the students after the lecture.

J. A. W. Will Entertain Corporate Colleges Jan. 15

The physical situation intensifies from Pontoon, Watson, Manitoba, and Harris, which have already been entertained by corporate colleges, will be the first to entertain with a Spurty in the coming year. On January 15, Pontoon will be the host at a bowling party, and Watson will be the host at a darts party.

Poetry Club Shares World War I and II Poets

It seems as though the war has only ended for the poetry club. At the last meeting of the club, the students read poetry which dealt with the second world war. The students read poems by John Keats, Emily Dickinson, and Walt Whitman, and the poetry was read in a somber and reflective mood.

The student newspaper also mentions the poetry that was read. The newspaper mentions that the poetry was read in a somber and reflective mood.

French Club Conducts Seminar Programs

The French Club conducted a seminar on the theme of French culture. The seminar was attended by students from different departments of the college.

Phi Beta Chi Members

The Phi Beta Chi members discussed the importance of democracy. The discussion was held in the Phi Beta Chi room and was attended by members of the Phi Beta Chi fraternity.

German Students Enter Faculty

On December 22, the German students presented a program for the faculty. The program was well-received, and the German students were praised for their efforts.

Music Club Features Bach's Christmas Oratorio

"Ave Maria" by Mozart was performed by the faculty. The performance was well-received by the audience.

Classical Group Debates On Study of Latin

The Classical Society held its last meeting on December 25 at the American Academy. The meeting was well-attended, and the discussion was lively.

C. S. M. Ponde's Art and Spiritual Material

The C. S. M. Ponde's Art and Spiritual Material Club held its regular meeting on December 25. The meeting was well-attended, and the discussion was lively.

Delta Phi Reunion

The Delta Phi Reunion was held on December 18. The reunion was well-attended, and the atmosphere was festive.

Phylis Hawley

The Phylis Hawley reunion was held on December 19. The reunion was well-attended, and the atmosphere was festive.

Phi Beta Chi Members Study Rubber Situation

At the last meeting of the Phi Beta Chi members, the group discussed the current situation of rubber. The discussion was held in the Phi Beta Chi room and was attended by members of the Phi Beta Chi fraternity.

Home Ec. Club Solicits Magazine Orders

The Home Ec. Club solicited magazine orders for the students. The orders were well-received, and the club members were happy to see the interest in the magazine.

Christmas Trees

The Christmas trees were sold in the front of the college. The sale was well-attended, and the trees were sold quickly.

Arthur J. Donnelly Undertaking Co.

Arthur J. Donnelly Undertaking Co. is a well-known undertaking company in the area. The company has been in operation for many years and has a reputation for providing excellent service.

NATIONAL BOTTLING CO.

J. J. DUGLIS

NATIONAL BOTTLING CO.

Phone 1457

E. St. Louis, Illinois